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Abstract: This paper discusses the most relevant multiscale models for predicting crystallo-
graphic textures formed during the primary static recrystallization of metals. Two main groups
of approaches are presented, namely those which spatially discretize the grains and the
interface motion associated with recrystallization and those which treat these phenomena in
an Avrami-type statistical fashion. The article gives a concise review of the methods, placing
particular attention on their strengths and weaknesses in the context of process modelling, of
conceptual aspects, and of the data sets required as input for practically applying the models
to the prediction of crystallographic textures in the course of metallurgical processes.
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1 RECRYSTALLIZATION MODELS FOR PROCESS of the deformed material from which recrystallization
proceeds is often not well known or not wellSIMULATION
reproduced in models. Although various types of
homogenization model of crystal deformation areThe use of models for describing recrystallization
nowadays capable of providing a decent picture ofphenomena with the aim of predicting crystallo-
the average behaviour of the material in the coursegraphic texture, microstructure, and mechanical
of a thermomechanical process, often the detailsproperties in the context of materials processing is a
and inhomogeneities in the deformed structure thatchallenging task [1–6]. This judgement is motivated
strongly affect recrystallization are unknown so thatby the common observation that substantial changes
even a good knowledge of averages does not generallyin recrystallization phenomena can be stimulated by

rather small modifications in the metallurgical state solve the open questions pending in the field of
recrystallization modelling.(e.g. chemical purity, thermodynamic state, crystallo-

graphic texture, microstructure inhomogeneity, and Moreover, in real industrial materials manu-
facturing processes typically encountered in physicalmicrostructure inheritance from preceding process

steps) or in the external boundary conditions (time, metallurgy, many of the influencing factors, be they
of a metallurgical or of a processing nature, aretemperature fields, strain fields, and joint thermal

and mechanical constraints) [7–9]. This sensitivity usually not exactly known nor sufficiently well
defined to apply models which require a high degreeof recrystallization arises because most of the

metallurgical mechanisms involved during texture of precision with regard to the input parameters.
These remarks emphasize that the selection of anformation in the course of recrystallization such as

grain nucleation, grain boundary mobility, or impurity appropriate recrystallization multiscale model for the
prediction of crystallographic texture, microstructure,drag effects are thermally activated. Typically these

mechanisms follow exponential functions the argu- and properties for a given process must follow a clear
concept as to what exactly is expected from such aments of which may depend on some of the para-

meters listed above and interact with each other in a model and what cannot be predicted by it in view
of the points made above. This applies in particularnon-linear fashion. Similarly, the microstructural state
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to cases where a model for the simulation of for process simulation in an actual manufacturing
environment. In order to avoid repetition of equationsrecrystallization textures is to be used in conjunction

with real manufacturing processes [10]. which have been presented in many earlier publi-
cations on the various models addressed, the currentThe main challenge of using multiscale process

models for recrystallization, therefore, lies in select- study aims at presenting the material without
mathematical derivations but rather with the aiming the right model for a well-defined task, i.e. it must

be agreed which microstructural property is to be of focusing on the basic philosophy behind the
various models, with respect to the prediction ofsimulated and what kind of properties should be

subsequently calculated from these microstructure crystallographic textures in the context of process
modelling.data. From that it is obvious that no model exists

which could satisfy all questions that may arise in
the context of recrystallization textures. Also the
aims of predicting recrystallization textures and

2 SPATIALLY DISCRETE MODELS FOR
microstructures on the one hand and the materials

PREDICTING RECRYSTALLIZATION TEXTURES
properties (functional or mechanical) on the other
have to be clearly separated. While the first task

2.1 Introduction
may by pursued by formulating an appropriate
recrystallization model within the limits addressed The design of time- and space-discretized re-

crystallization models for predicting texture andabove, the second challenge falls into the wide
realm of microstructure–property theory. This means microstructure in the course of materials processing

which track kinetics and energies in a local fashion arethat generally the prediction of the microstructure
and the prediction of some property from that parti- of interest for two reasons. First, from a fundamental

point of view it is desirable to understand better thecular microstructure should be separated. Typically
through-process modellers are interested in the dynamics and the topology of microstructures that

arise from the interaction of large numbers of latticefinal materials properties in the first place rather
than in the details of the microstructure of a defects which are characterized by a wide spectrum

of intrinsic properties and interactions in spatiallyrecrystallized material. The modern attitude towards
this discrepancy is the commonly accepted under- heterogeneous materials under complex engineering

boundary conditions. For instance, in the field ofstanding that a decent description of materials
properties requires the use of internal (i.e. of micro- recrystallization (and grain growth) the influence

of local grain boundary characteristics (mobility andstructurally motivated) parameters which can be
coupled to suitable microstructure–property laws. A energy), local driving forces, and local crystallographic

textures on the final microstructure is of particulartypical example along those philosophy lines would
be the grain size prediction via a recrystallization interest. An important point of interest in that con-

text, however, is the question of how local such amodel and the subsequent application of the Hall–
Petch law for the estimation of the yield strength. model should be in its spatial discretization in order

really to provide microstructural input that cannotThis article addresses exclusively the first question
and, more precisely, only models for primary static be equivalently provided by statistical methods. In

the worst case a problem in that field may be thatrecrystallization will be tackled, placing particular
attention on the simulation of crystallographic spatially discrete recrystallization models may have

the tendency to pretend a high degree of precisiontextures. To be more specific the plan of this article
is as follows. In the first part following this without actually providing it. In other words, even

in highly discretized recrystallization models theintroduction, some spatially discrete recrystallization
models are introduced and concisely discussed physics always lies in the details of the constitutive

description of the kinetics and thermodynamics of thewith respect to their particular capability to serve
in through-process models for the simulation of deformation structure and of the interfaces involved.

The mere fact that a model is formulated in a discretecrystallographic textures. The second part presents a
discussion of recrystallization models for texture pre- fashion does not, as a rule, automatically render it a

sophisticated model per se. Second, from a practicaldiction which treat these phenomena in a statistical
Avrami-type fashion. The discussion reviews the point of view it makes sense to predict microstructure

parameters such as the crystal size or the crystallo-strengths and weaknesses of the different approaches
in the context of process modelling, of multiscale graphic texture which determine the mechanical and

physical properties of materials subjected to industrialaspects, of conceptual challenges, and of the data sets
required as input to apply these models practically processes on a sound phenomenological basis.
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In this part of the study on spatially discrete similar components on the basis of their local inter-
models, particular attention is paid to cellular auto- actions. A more formal description of the basics of
mata, Potts-type Monte Carlo multispin models, and cellular automata for microstructure modelling has
vertex (front-tracking) models because those three been given in reference [12] and previous appli-
have been used in the past for the simulation of cations in the field of recrystallization and recovery
recrystallization textures with respect to process have been discussed in references [13] to [22].
design. Related spatially discrete models of re- Cellular automata are, like all other continuum
crystallization phenomena such as the phase field models that work above the discrete atomic scale,
model as the metallurgically motivated derivative not intrinsically calibrated by a characteristic physical
of the Ginzburg–Landau kinetic theory represent of length scale or timescale. This means that a cellular
course highly capable and elegant ways to predict automaton simulation of continuum systems requires
the evolution of topology during recrystallization but the definition of elementary units and transform-
they have been up to now less prominent for predict- ation rules that adequately reflect the kinetics at the
ing crystallographic textures during recrystallization level addressed. If some of the transformation rules
and will, therefore, not be discussed in this report. A refer to different real timescales (e.g. recrystallization
related excellent overview article on the modelling of and recovery, bulk diffusion, and grain boundary
grain coarsening and recrystallization phenomena diffusion) it is essential to achieve a correct common
has been published earlier by Miodownik [11]. scaling of the entire system [3, 6, 22–29]. The require-

ment for an adjustment of time scaling among various
rules arises because the transformation behaviour of

2.2 Cellular automaton models of a cellular automaton is sometimes determined by
recrystallization non-coupled Boolean routines rather than by local

solutions of coupled differential equations.Cellular automata are algorithms that describe the
The following examples on the use of cellular auto-discrete spatial and temporal evolution of complex

mata for predicting recrystallization textures aresystems by applying local transformation rules to
designed as automata with a probabilistic transform-lattice cells which typically represent volume portions
ation rule [22–29]. Independent variables are time[12]. The state of each lattice site is characterized
and space. The latter is discretized into equallyin terms of a set of internal state variables. For
shaped cells each of which is characterized in termsrecrystallization models these can be lattice defect
of the mechanical driving force (stored deformationquantities (stored energy), crystal orientation, or pre-
energy) and the crystal orientation (texture). Thecipitation density. Each site assumes one out of a
starting data of such automata are usually derivedfinite set of possible discrete states. The opening
from experiment (for instance from a microtexturestate of the automaton is defined by mapping the
map) or from plasticity theory (for instance frominitial distribution of the values of the chosen state
crystal plasticity finite element simulations). Thevariables on to the lattice.
initial state is typically defined in terms of the distri-The dynamic evolution of the automaton takes
bution of the crystal orientation and of the drivingplace through the application of deterministic or
force. Grains or subgrains are mapped as regions ofprobabilistic transformation rules (switching rules)
identical crystal orientation, but the driving forcethat act on the state of each lattice point. These rules
may vary inside these areas.determine the state of a lattice point as a function

The kinetics of the automaton result from changesof its previous state and the state of the neighbouring
in the state of the cells (cell switches). They occur insites. The number, arrangement, and range of the
accord with a switching rule (transformation rule)neighbouring sites used by the transformation rule
which determines the individual switching probabilityfor calculating a state switch determines the range
of each cell as a function of its previous state andof the interaction and the local shape of the areas
the state of its neighbouring cells. The switching rulewhich evolve. Cellular automata work in discrete
is designed to map the phenomenology of primarytime steps. After each time interval the values of the
static recrystallization. It reflects the fact that the statestate variables are updated for all points in synchrony
of a non-recrystallized cell belonging to a deformedmapping the new (or unchanged) values assigned to
grain may change owing to the expansion of a re-them through the transformation rule. Owing to
crystallizing neighbouring grain which grows accord-these features, cellular automata provide a discrete
ing to the local driving force and boundary mobility.method of simulating the evolution of complex

dynamic systems which contain large numbers of If such an expanding grain sweeps a non-recrystallized
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cell, the stored dislocation energy of that cell drops Figure 2 shows an example of a coupling of a
cellular automaton with a crystal plasticity finiteto zero and a new orientation is assigned to it,

namely that of the expanding neighbouring grain. element model for predicting recrystallization textures
in aluminium [26]. The major advantage of such anThe mathematical formulation of the automaton

used in this report can be found in references [22] approach, when compared with the example shown
in Fig. 1, is that it considers the inherited materialto [29]. It is derived from a probabilistic form of a

linearized symmetric rate equation, which describes deformation heterogeneity as opposed to material
homogeneity that was assumed in Fig. 1.grain boundary motion in terms of isotropic single-

atom diffusion processes perpendicular through a This type of coupling the two models, there-
fore, seems more appropriate when aiming at thehomogeneous planar grain boundary segment under

the influence of a decrease in the Gibbs energy. simulation of textures formed during materials
processing. Nucleation in this coupled simulationThis means that the local progress in recrystallization

can be formulated as a function of the local driving works above the subgrain scale, i.e. it does not
explicitly describe cell walls and subgrain coarseningforces (stored deformation energy) and interface

properties (grain boundary mobility). The most phenomena. Instead, it incorporates nucleation on
a more phenomenological basis using the kineticintricate point in such simulations consists in

identifying an appropriate phenomenological rule and thermodynamic instability criteria known from
classical recrystallization theory [7–9]. The kineticfor nucleation events.

Figure 1 shows the kinetics and some three- instability criterion means that a successful nucleation
process leads to the formation of a mobile large-dimensional microstructures sketches, of a re-

crystallizing aluminum sample which had an initial angle grain boundary which can sweep the surround-
ing deformed matrix. The thermodynamic instabilitydislocation density of 1015 m−2 [22]. The simulation

used site-saturated nucleation conditions, i.e. the criterion means that the stored energy changes across
the newly formed large-angle grain boundary, pro-nuclei were at t=05 s statistically distributed in

physical space and orientation space. The grid size viding a net driving force that pushes it forwards into
the deformed matter. Nucleation in this simulationwas 10 mm× 10 mm× 10 mm. The cell size was

0.1 mm. All grain boundaries had the same mobility is performed in accord with these two aspects, i.e.
potential nucleation sites must fulfil both the kineticusing an activation energy of the grain boundary

mobility of 1.3 eV and a pre-exponential factor of the and the thermodynamic instability criteria. The
used nucleation model does not create any newboundary mobility of m

0
=6.2×10−6 m3/N s. Small-

angle grain boundaries had a mobility of zero. The orientations. At the beginning of the simulation the
thermodynamic criterion, i.e. the local value of thetemperature was 800 K. The time constant of the

simulation was 0.35 s. dislocation density, was first checked for all lattice
points. If the dislocation density was larger than
some critical value of its maximum value in the
sample, the cell was spontaneously recrystallized
without any orientation change, i.e. a dislocation
density of zero was assigned to it and the original
crystal orientation was preserved. In the next step
the conventional cellular growth algorithm was
used, i.e. the kinetic conditions for nucleation were
checked by calculating the misorientations among
all spontaneously recrystallized cells (preserving their
original crystal orientation) and their immediate
neighbourhood considering the first-, second-, and
third-neighbour shells. If any such pair of cells
revealed a misorientation above 15°, the cell flip of
the unrecrystallized cell was calculated according
to its actual transformation probability. In the case
of a successful cell flip the orientation of the first-

Fig. 1 Kinetics and microstructure of recrystallization
recrystallized neighbour cell was assigned to thein a plastically strained aluminium single crystal.
flipped cell.The deformed crystal had a (011)[100] orientation

Figures 3 and 4 show a two-dimensional cellularand a uniform dislocation density of 1015 m−2 ;
site-saturated nucleation conditions at 800 K [21] automaton simulation of the recrystallization texture
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Fig. 2 Two-dimensional simulation of recrystallization in aluminium on the basis of crystal
plasticity finite element starting data. The lower micrographs show the change in
dislocation density; the upper micrographs show the texture in terms of the magnitude
of the Rodriguez vector. The white areas in the two lower figures indicate a stored
dislocation density of zero, i.e. these areas are recrystallized. The simulation parameters
are as follows: 800 K; site-saturated spontaneous nucleation in cells with at least 50 per
cent of the maximum occurring dislocation density; growth misorientations above 15° at
an activation energy of the grain boundary mobility of 1.46 eV and a pre-exponential
factor of the grain boundary mobility of m

0
=8.3×10−3 m3/N s. See details in reference

[25]

Fig. 3 Set of simulated microstructures for different values of the precipitated volume fractions
f of foreign precipitates in an recrystallized IF steel ( f=28 per cent, 29 per cent, and
30 per cent from the top to the bottom). The nucleation criterion was that all cells
with a dislocation density above 80 per cent of the occurring maximum value undergo
spontaneous recrystallization at t=0 s (i.e. a critical dislocation density greater than
>37.6×1014 m−2); classical Zener pinning. The left-hand side figures are the texture
maps; the right hand side figures are the dislocation density map (the grey colour indicates
the fully recrystallized state). Details of this simulation have been given in reference [28]
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grain boundary mobility, the driving forces, and
the length scale of the deformed microstructure as
mapped by the high-resolution EBSD experiments.
The simulations predict the kinetics and the evolution
of microstructure and texture during primary static
recrystallization. Depending on the ratio of the pre-
cipitated volume fraction and the average radius of the
particles the simulations reveal three different regimes
for the influence of particle pinning on the result-
ing microstructures, kinetics, and crystallographic
textures.

2.3 Potts-type Monte Carlo multispin models of
recrystallization

The application of the Metropolis Monte Carlo
method in microstructure simulation has gained
momentum particularly through the extension of
the Ising lattice model for modelling magnetic spin
systems to the kinetic multistate Potts lattice model
[3, 6, 30–36]. The original Ising model is in the form
of an 1

2
spin lattice model where the internal energy

of a magnetic system is calculated as the sum of pair
interaction energies between the continuum units
which are attached to the nodes of a regular lattice.
The Potts model deviates from the Ising model byFig. 4 Evolution of the crystallographic texture of the
generalizing the spin and by using a differentsimulation shown in Fig. 3 for a recrystallized IF
Hamiltonian. It replaces the Boolean spin variablesteel in terms of the a-fibre and the c-fibre

during the simulated annealing when consider- where only two states are admissible (spin up and
ing the particle drag for different ratios of the spin down) by a generalized variable which can
volume fraction to the particle radius [28]. f is assume one out of a larger spectrum of discrete
the precipitated volume fractions of second- possible ground states and accounts only for the
phase particles

interaction between dissimilar neighbours. The
introduction of such a spectrum of different possible
spins enables domains to be represented discretely
by regions of identical state (spin). For instance, in

of a 75 per cent cold-rolled interstitial-free (IF) microstructure simulation such domains can be
sheet steel under consideration of Zener particle interpreted as areas of similarly oriented crystalline
pinning [29]. The model is applied to experimentally matter. Each of these spin orientation variables can
obtained high-resolution microtexture electron back- be equipped with a set of characteristic state variable
scattered diffraction (EBSD) data. The simulation is values quantifying the lattice energy, the dislocation
discrete in time and space. Orientation is treated as density, the Taylor factor, or any other orientation-
a continuous variable in Euler space. The dislocation dependent constitutive quantity of interest. Lattice
density distribution is approximated from the Kikuchi regions which consist of domains with identical spins
pattern quality of the experimental EBSD data. It or states are in such models translated as crystal
is used for the calculation of the scalar driving grains. The values of the state variable enter the
force field required for the recrystallization simu- Hamiltonian of the Potts model. The most character-
lation. Different submodels for nucleation and for istic property of the energy operator when used for
the influence of Zener-type particle pinning were coarsening models is that it defines the interaction
tested. Figure 3 shows an approximation obtained energy between nodes with like spins to be zero, and
by using the classical Zener formulation [7–9]. Real- between nodes with unlike spins to be one. This rule
time and space calibration of the simulation is makes it possible to identify interfaces and to quantify

their energy as a function of the abutting domains.obtained by using experimental input data for the
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The Potts model is very versatile for describing 2.4 Vertex models of recrystallization
coarsening phenomena. It takes a quasi-microscopic

Vertex and related front-tracking simulations are
metallurgical view of grain growth or ripening,

another alternative for engineering process models
where the crystal interior is composed of lattice

with respect to recrystallization phenomena. Their usepoints (e.g. atom clusters) with identical energies
is currently less common when compared with the(e.g. orientations) and the grain boundaries are
widespread application of Monte Carlo and cellularthe interfaces between the different types of these
automaton models owing to their geometrical com-domains. As in a real ripening scenario, interface
plexity and the required small integration timecurvature leads to increased wall energy on the
steps. Despite these differences from the lattice-convex side and thus to wall migration entailing local
based models they have an enormous potential forshrinkage. The discrete simulation steps in the Potts
predicting interface dynamics on small scales also inmodel, by which the system proceeds towards
the context of process simulations [11, 39–51].thermodynamic equilibrium, are typically calculated

Topological network and vertex models idealizeby randomly switching lattice sites and weighting
solid materials or soap-like structures as homo-the resulting interfacial energy changes in terms of
geneous continua which contain interconnectedMetropolis Monte Carlo sampling. Microstructure
boundary segments that meet at vertices, i.e. bound-simulations using the Potts model have been devoted
ary junctions. Depending on whether the systemto recrystallization and grain growth [3, 6, 30–36].
dynamics lie in the motion of the junctions or of theFigures 5 and 6 shows two examples of Potts-type
boundary segments, they are sometimes also referredMonte Carlo models for predicting recrystallization
to as boundary dynamics or, more generalized, astextures. The example presented in Fig. 5 is a Potts
front-tracking models. The grain boundaries appearMonte Carlo simulation of subgrain coarsening
as lines or line segments in two-dimensional simu-applied to orientation data of a low-carbon steel
lations, and as planes or planar segments in three-obtained from transmission electron microscopy
dimensional simulations. The dynamics of theseorientation measurements inside a single grain.
coupled interfaces or interface portions and of theDetails on this simulation have been given in
vertices determine the evolution of the entire network.references [37] and [38]. Figure 6 shows Potts Monte

The dynamic equations of the boundary and nodeCarlo simulations of grain and subgrain coarsening
(vertex) motion can be described in terms of aapplied to subgrain orientation data of a low-carbon
damped Newtonian equation of motion which con-steel obtained from high-resolution EBSD orientation
tains a large frictional portion or, mathematicallymeasurements obtained inside a small group of

deformed grains [37, 38]. equivalent, in terms of a linearized first-order rate

Fig. 5 Potts-type Monte Carlo simulation of subgrain coarsening applied to orientation data of
a low-carbon steel obtained from transmission electron microscopy orientation measure-
ments inside a single deformed grain. Details on this simulation have been given in
references [36] and [37]. The colour code indicates the grain orientation in terms of one
Miller triple
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Fig. 6 Potts-type Monte Carlo simulation of grain- and subgrain-coarsening phenomena applied
to subgrain orientation data of a low-carbon steel obtained from EBSD orientation
measurements inside a small group of deformed grains. Details on the EBSD data and
on the simulation have been given in references [36] to [38]. The colour code indicates
the affiliation with one of the main texture components occurring in such steels

equation. Using the frictional form of the classical of phenomenological annihilation and lock formation
rules that appear in dislocation dynamics. As inequation of motion with a strong damping term

results in a steady state motion where the velocity of all continuum models, the use of such empirical
recombination laws replaces a more exact atomisticthe defect depends only on the local force but not

on its previous velocity. The overdamped steady state treatment.
It is worth noting in this context that the re-description is similar to choosing a linearized rate

equation, where the defect velocity is described in combination rules, particularly the various critical
recombination spacings, can affect the topologicalterms of a temperature-dependent mobility term and

the local driving pressure. results of a simulation. Depending on the underlying
constitutive continuum description, vertex simu-The calculation of the local forces in most vertex

models is based on equilibrating the line energies lations can consider crystal orientation and, hence,
misorientations across the boundaries, interfaceof subgrain walls and large-angle grain boundaries

at the interface junctions according to the Herring mobility, and the difference in elastic energy between
adjacent grains. Owing to the stereological complexityequation. The enforcement of the local mechanical

equilibrium at these nodes is for obvious topological of grain boundary arrays and the large number of
degrees of freedom encountered in such approaches,reasons usually only possible by allowing the abutting

interfaces to curve. most network simulations are currently confined
to the two-dimensional regime. The groups ofThese curvatures in turn act through their capillary

force, which is directed towards the centre of Maurice and co-workers [45, 46] and Kinderlehrer
et al. [50, 51] have also developed three-dimensionalcurvature, on the junctions. In sum this may lead to

their displacement. In order to avoid the artificial versions of the vertex approach.
Topological boundary dynamics models areenforcement of a constant boundary curvature

between two neighbouring nodes, the interfaces are different from kinetic cellular automaton or Potts
Monte Carlo models in that they are not based onusually decomposed into sequences of piecewise

straight boundary segments. minimizing the total energy but directly calculate the
motion of the lattice defects, usually on the basis ofMost vertex and network models use switching

rules which describe the topological recombination capillary and elastic forces. They are also different
from phase field Ginzburg–Landau type interfaceof approaching vertices when such neighbouring

nodes are closer than some critical spontaneous models in that they use sharp rather than diffuse
grain boundaries.recombination spacing.. This is an analogy to the use
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3 STATISTICAL MODELS FOR PREDICTING distributions of the nuclei for primary recrystallization.
The different types of nucleation process investigatedRECRYSTALLIZATION TEXTURES
by Sebald and Gottstein were random nucleation,
creating both a random nucleus texture and a random3.1 The statistical microgrowth model of Sebald
misorientation distribution, nucleation at shearand Gottstein
bands forming a random nucleus texture with a non-

The analytical formulation of physically based
random misorientation distribution, and nucleation

statistical models with a simple mathematical
due to pre-existing nuclei, creating a nucleus texture

structure and at the same time solid metallurgical similar to the deformation texture in conjunction
basis for fast applications in the area of process simu- with a narrow misorientation distribution.
lation remains an important challenge in materials The growth rate of the nuclei corresponds in the
science. This applies in particular for statistical model to their grain boundary velocity which is
recrystallization models which pursue the aim of given by the product of the grain boundary mobility
predicting crystallographic texture, certain micro- and the local driving force. The mobility of a grain
structure parameters (e.g. grain size), and even boundary depends on the misorientation between
certain mechanical properties during processing the growing and the deformed grain. Sebald and
with a precision which is sufficient for industrial Gottstein distinguished three categories of grain
applications. boundaries, namely small-angle, large-angle, and

In the past, various statistical Johnson–Mehl– special boundaries. Small-angle grain boundaries
Avrami–Kolmogorov (JMAK) approaches were sug- are assumed to be essentially immobile. In the case
gested for the prediction of recrystallization textures. of aluminium it is generally accepted that grain
These models typically combine JMAK-type kinetic boundaries with 40° �111�misorientation may show
evolution equations with the texture dependence of particularly high mobilities so that such interfaces
grain nucleation and the misorientation dependence are treated as special boundaries. This is realized in
of the motion of grain boundaries. The most prom- the simulations of Sebald and Gottstein by assigning
inent and successful candidates of such orientation- higher mobilities to such grain boundaries. The
dependent JMAK approaches for crystallographic mobility of an average large-angle grain boundary is
texture prediction are the Bunge–Köhler [52] trans- typically set to 20 per cent of the maximum occurring
formation model and the Sebald–Gottstein [53–55] mobility. The driving force for primary static re-
kinetic model [56]. crystallization is the difference between the stored

This concise review section on statistical texture energy densities of the deformed matrix and the
models in the field of recrystallization is essentially nucleus which in such models typically approximated
inspired by these two formulations, particularly by the in terms of the Taylor factor. Growth of the newly
microgrowth selection Sebald–Gottstein model which formed nuclei is assumed to be isotropic, but it
is consistently formulated on the basis of nucleation ceases when the nuclei impinge. This means that
and crystal growth kinetics while the Bunge–Köhler a growing nucleus can only grow into the non-
model essentially uses crystallographic transform- recrystallized volume fraction. This portion of the
ations of the orientation distribution functions of the material can be calculated according to the JMAK
deformed samples without considering kinetics [52]. theory which provides a relation between the increase

In the Sebald–Gottstein model the crystallographic in the recrystallized volume fraction for unconstrained
texture of the deformed material is discretized in growth (the so-called expanded volume fraction)
terms of a large set of discrete single orientations and the true or constrained increase under consider-
which approximate a given orientation distribution ation of grain impingement for a random spatial
function of a plastically deformed specimen using distribution.
typically cold-rolled sheet material. In the Sebald–Gottstein model this relation is

Sebald and Gottstein investigated several nucleation used to confine the growth of the nuclei to the non-
mechanisms with respect to the orientation and recrystallized volume fraction. Details of the method
misorientation distribution that they created at the and its mathematical formulation have been given
incipient stages of recrystallization. The information in the original work of Sebald and Gottstein [53, 54],
that was provided by the submodels for nucleation are Sebald [55], and Grumbach et al. [56].
the orientation-dependent density of nuclei within When compared with the Potts, cellular automaton,
the deformed crystals with a given crystallographic or vertex models, statistical JMAK-type approaches
orientation. This means that the nucleation sub- such as those discussed above are more efficient for

physically based recrystallization texture predictionsmodels initiate the orientation and misorientation
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in the field of materials processing owing to their The method provides a very fast and efficient way to
predict recrystallization textures phenomenologicallysemistatistical formulation. On the other hand,

statistical models neglect important local features of on the basis of a physically based metallurgical
approach.the microstructures such as the grain topology, the

grain neighbourhood, and the local curvature of an The components which reproduce the deformation
texture can be approximated from experimentallyinterface. This can be a disadvantage when applying

statistical models to heterogeneous microstructures. obtained pole figures or from single-orientation data
sets. A fixed set of texture components which may
occur as potential nucleation components is then

3.2 A texture-component-based Avrami model
defined which can be fitted from known typical
recrystallization textures for the material investigated.In this section a new texture-component-based

JMAK model is described for the approximation of For instance in the case of rolled body-centred cubic
steels the most prominent potential recrystallizationrecrystallization textures. The approach is inspired

by the Sebald–Gottstein microgrowth kinetic model. texture components are placed on or close to
when the �111� direction is parallel to the normalThe method is based on the representation of

both the deformation texture and the emerging direction (ND) of the sheet’s texture fibre [57–63].
All nucleation texture components have therecrystallization texture by a small set of discrete

crystallographic Gauss-shaped texture components. possibility to grow into all existing deformation
texture components following their individual kineticsThese texture components are characterized in

terms of their centre orientation, volume fraction, prescribed by the respective averaged activation
energy for nucleation in a particular deformationand scatter in orientation space. The main idea of

the approach has two aspects. First, it reduces the component, the averaged mobility between the two
texture components, and the driving force providednumber of deformed and newly formed recrystallized

orientations to only a small number of discrete com- by the deformation component which is being
swept. The kinetic parameters are hence essentiallyponents. Second, it can make use either of a more

physically based renormalization scheme or of an defined by the activation energy for nucleation, the
activation energy for grain boundary mobility, andempirical fitting procedure to average the required

activation energies from pairs of single orientations the stored energy in the various deformation texture
components.into corresponding equivalent values which are valid

for pairs of texture components. The kinetic parameters enter for each of the grow-
ing texture components, relative to the deformationThe main idea of using a small set of texture

components instead of a large set of discrete single components affected, a finite difference form of the
JMAK kinetic equation under the assumption thatorientations consists in reducing the computational

time required for the prediction of recrystallization the set of growing texture components sweeps the
deformed texture components. The finite differencetextures and kinetics. Another advantage of this

method is that the approach uses a small set of formulation has been earlier suggested by Sebald and
Gottstein [53].parameters which can be fitted from experiments.

Since each recrystallizing texture component can A challenge in that context is to identify the average
values for the activation energy for nucleation, forstatistically interact with each deformation texture

component, the kinetics are formulated as a tensorial the activation energy for grain boundary mobility,
and for the stored deformation energy. This problemvariant of the JMAK kinetic equation. Each element

of the kinetic tensor is derived from a set of two can be tackled via fitting to experimental data or by
applying a renormalizing scheme as outlined in thedifferential equations. The first equation describes the

thermally activated nucleation and growth processes following.
As described above, the texture component versionamong the deformed and recrystallizing texture com-

ponents for the expanded (unconstrained) volume of the texture-component JMAK model is based
on the assumption that not many single discretefraction and the second equation is used for the

correction to the true (constrained) volume fraction recrystallizing grains grow and mutually impede in
another large set of single deformed matrix grainswhich accounts for impingement.

The respective driving forces, nucleation energies, but that instead a small representative set of re-
crystallizing texture components grows into a smalland mobility coefficients between all different couples,

each consisting of a recrystallizing and a deformed set of deformation texture components.
It is clear that is not likely to obtain by thiscomponent to be swept, can be obtained from a geo-

metrical renormalization procedure or from fitting. approach a better insight into the physics of texture
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formation during primary recrystallization than by
the Sebald–Gottstein model or by spatially discrete
models such as the Potts or cellular automaton
approaches. Instead it is expected from such a
coarse-graining procedure to render the analytical
JMAK kinetic approach a powerful tool for fast
and physically based process simulations of re-
crystallization texture evolution. The main new
ingredient suggested here for expanding the JMAK
kinetic theory along these lines, with the particular
aim of making it more attractive for applications in
the field of process modelling, lies in the introduction
of a renormalization procedure for the transition
from the growth of many single orientations to the
growth of complete texture components consider-
ing both spatial and crystallographic aspects. This
renormalization problem can be cast in a numerical
or an analytical form.

The starting point of the procedure is the approach
that a set of many single recrystallizing grains which
have a similar crystallographic orientation and grow
within a (homogeneous) deformed grain can be
replaced by one single equivalent grain which is
referred to as a recrystallizing texture component. This
means that the multiple kinetics of the many similar
expanding grains is replaced by a new equivalent
texture component with a kinetic behaviour match-
ing that of the group that it represents. This approach

Fig. 7 Simulation by the use of a texture-componentleads for each time interval to the formulation of an
based Avrami model at 900 °C for a cold-rolledequivalent expanding volume which matches the
IF steel. The subscript DEF indicates the volumesum over all individual volume changes during a
fraction of the respective texture component in

certain time interval of the set of single grains which the deformed microstructure; the subscript RX
have an orientation that falls within a spherical indicates the volume fraction of the respective
Gaussian distribution function of the recrystallizing texture component which is newly developed
component and that grow during recrystallization during primary static recrystallization; the sub-

script DEF+RX indicates the complete volumeinto a certain deformed texture component. Under
fraction of the respective texture componentthe assumption of certain boundary conditions this
including its fraction in the deformed and in theformulation can be used to extract an equivalent or
recrystallized staterenormalized activation term for the growth of that

component.
Figures 7 and 8 show some exemplary results from

4 INPUT TO RECRYSTALLIZATION MODELS FOR
this statistical texture-component-based simulation

TEXTURE PREDICTION
of primary static recrystallization of an IF steel at
900 °C. The subscript DEF indicates the volume

4.1 Incorporation of stored deformation energy
fraction of the respective texture component in the

into recrystallization models
deformed microstructure and the subscript RX indi-
cates the volume fraction of the recrystallized texture Various approaches have been suggested to incor-

porate the stored deformation energy in recrystalliz-component. The subscript DEF+RX indicates the
complete volume fraction of the respective texture ation models for the prediction of crystallographic

textures.component summing up its fraction in the deformed
and in the recrystallized state. In particular, the One important method lies in approximating the

stored deformation energy from EBSD data [29, 64].kinetics of the 45° ND rotated cube component is so
slow that the simulated specimen does not undergo In this method the Kikuchi pattern quality of the

EBSD data is used with the aim of relating it to thecomplete recrystallization after 200 s.
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Fig. 8 Simulation at 900 °C for an IF steel (see the kinetics in Fig. 7), showing the orientation
distribution functions; (a) starting texture of the deformed specimen; (b) texture of the
simulated recrystallization texture after 200 s

stored dislocations density. The approach is based on spond to areas with a high deformation potential,
and thus to areas with a high stored deformationthe assumption that a high magnitude of the image

quality corresponds to a small value of the stored energy. An alternative view assumes that orientations
which have a large Taylor factor correspond to areasdeformation energy (Fig. 9).

A second common method lies in using the Taylor with large accumulated strains, and thus to areas with
a high stored deformation energy. In either case themodel. In this approach it is typically assumed that

the stored deformation energy for each deformed Taylor approximation of the stored energy has two
drawbacks. First, the method cannot properly capturegrain with a given orientation can be related to the

Taylor factor. The Taylor factor is the sum of the the inhomogeneity of the deformation. Second, the
Taylor factor alone only provides a measure of thecrystallographic shear for an imposed von Mises strain

step as calculated via a polycrystal homogenization current deformation state, but it does not consider
the deformation history. It is likely, however, thatmodel. Two different approaches occur in current

recrystallization models when using this method. the accumulation of the stored energy during a
deformation path is determined not only by theOne approach is based on the understanding that

orientations which have a small Taylor factor corre- final Taylor factor but by the path that the Taylor
factor takes during grain rotation in the course of
deformation.

A third method for including the stored deformation
energy into recrystallization models is based on
the subgrain substructure. When assuming that the
dislocation substructure can be described in form of
subgrains with a given radius and a certain interface
energy, the stored energy can be approximated as the
sum of the entire inner surface energy.

A fourth and more direct approach for obtaining
the stored deformation energy consists in extracting
the stored deformation energy directly from a crystal
plasticity finite element deformation provided that it
uses a suitable constitutive model [26, 43].

Fig. 9 Distribution of the dislocation density in a
A fifth method for determining local values forportion of a deformed steel sample as approxi-

the stored deformation energy consists in directlymated from the Kikuchi pattern quality of its
measuring local strains via digital image correlationEBSD data. The maximum occurring dislocation

density is equal to 47×1014 m−2 [28] photogrammetry on the grain scale [65–67].
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4.2 Grain boundary input parameters into Holm et al. [72]. These workers used experimental
input data on the microstructure, texture, and inter-recrystallization models for texture

prediction face properties. Their results showed that abnormal
growth events emerge spontaneously during evolution

Typically it is pertinent in recrystallization models to
in metals with a high stacking-fault energy. It is

differentiate between small-angle grain boundaries
particularly important that Holm et al. could link

which have a small mobility and large-angle grain
the occurrence of abnormal subgrain growth to

boundaries which have a high mobility [53–55].
mean field theory, i.e. the analysis predicted that

Additionally it makes sense to define certain special
the frequency of abnormal growth events was a

grain boundaries which may either have a very high
function of local neighbourhood and the boundary

or a very low mobility [68–71]. Typical examples are
misorientation distribution.

twin boundaries which have a very low mobility
When using more statistical models which can-

or highly mobile special grain boundaries such as
not map actual nucelation events, it is hence a

the 40°, �111� grain boundaries in face-centred
practical alternative to anticipate certain nucleation

cubic metals or the 27°, �110� grain boundaries in
mechanisms a priori and to assign a certain fraction

body-centred cubic metals.
to them [73, 74].

4.3 Grain nucelation

5 CONCLUSIONSAll recrystallization models presented above have in
the past essentially been used as transformation

A concise review was given of the most relevantmodels. This means that the primary recrystallization
models for predicting crystallographic textures thatproblem which consists of nucelation events (forma-
are formed during primary static recrystallization.tion of mobile large-angle grain boundaries) on the
The overview aimed at including approaches thatone hand and growth events (expansion of grains into
are particularly suited to process modelling. Twothe deformation microstructure) on the other hand
groups of models were presented, namely thosehas been essentially reduced to solving the second
which spatially discretize the grains and the interfacestep for a given nucelation spectrum. The actual
motion associated with recrystallization or subgrainstudy of nucleation mechanisms by conducting
coarsening respectively, and those which treat thesedetailed and systematic simulations on the occurrence
phenomena in an Avrami-type statistical fashion.of discontinuous subgrain coarsening phenomena
The first group included the Potts, cellular auto-(in metals with a high stacking-fault energy such as
maton, and vertex models. The second groupaluminium) or nucleation events which work without
included the Sebald–Gottstein model and a newdiscontinuous subgrain coarsening (in metals with a
texture-component-based JMAK approach. Whilelow stacking-fault energy such as austenitic stainless
the spatially discrete models pertaining to the firststeels or brass) has been neglected in the past.
group include a larger number of details associatedExceptions were the vertex simulations made by
with individual grains (topology, neighbourhood,Humphreys [40, 41] in that context which addressed
and local curvature) at the cost of larger calculationthe physics of nucleation events in subgrain-forming
times, the models from the second group are muchmetals. It seems that the use of vertex models might
faster but less suitable when the materials describedbe particularly promising for future research in that
reveal heterogeneous microstructures. Finally thecontext since they can be used to discretize the local
report ended with a concise review of the currentcurvatures of unstressed subgrain structures in a
status of the simulation of nucleation in the field ofvery detailed fashion. An enormous obstacle on the
recrystallization modelling.other hand lies in statistics, since nucelation by dis-

continuous subgrain coarsening is a very rare event
when normalized by the number of all subgrains in
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